Australian National Anthem

Gol den soil and wealth for toil; Our home is girt by sea; Our
gol den soil and wealth for toil; Our home is girt by sea; Our
gol den soil and wealth for toil; Our home is girt by sea; Our
gol den soil and wealth for toil; Our home is girt by sea; Our

Land a bounds in na ture's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In
Land a bounds in na ture's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In
Land a bounds in na ture's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In
Land a bounds in na ture's gifts Of beauty rich and rare; In
his story's page, let every stage Advance Australia Fair. In

joyful strains then let us sing Advance Australia Fair.

Pno
Beneath our radiant Southern Cross We'll toil with hearts and hands; To make this Commonwealth of ours Renowned of all the
wealth of ours Renowned of all the
known of all the
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Fair In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad

Fair In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad

Fair In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad -

Fair In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad -

Fair In joyful strains then let us sing, Ad -